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English Vocabulary Test
Write the words instead of spaces: assert, attitude, attribute, convention, crew, 
ensue, entertain, exert, financial, flag, grant, justify, labor, majority, novel, scheme, 
skill, territory, toil, weigh

1. Again, this procedure is carried out for each ____ in each register.

2. That ____ starts in high school.

3. Under this alternative approach the reimbursement percentage under the ____ 
would decline as the education-related costs increased.

4. Jamaican-born British writer Victor Headley wrote a bestselling 1992 ____ entitled 
Yardie.

5. Season two begins with the ____ of Andromeda in a seemingly hopeless situation.

6. The Committee notes the lack of information on how to ____ this right to a remedy 
before the competent authorities.

7. This system is characteristic of a money-laundering ____.

8. Ironically, my relationship with Leona started at the ____ last year.

9. Africa has a surplus of agricultural ____ and too few other jobs.

10. It provides ____ acquisition courses in catering and hospitality to empower women.

11. In serious cases, dismissal might ____.

12. The ____ of Canadian Christians attend church services infrequently.

13. Seven soldiers stepped out and trained their weapons on Lebanese ____.

14. Adult admission fee from your site is to ____ carefully.

15. Anyone sustaining ____ injury could now claim compensation.

16. I film to move and ____ people.

17. If prices become too high, parallel imports can ____ downward pressure on prices.

18. I don't believe we should just ____ mindlessly as we did in the past.

19. So, the most awesome souvenir wins the ____.

20. Several experts reiterated the fact that no act whatsoever could ____ terrorism.
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Answers to the english vocabulary test

1. attribute

2. attitude

3. grant

4. novel

5. crew

6. assert

7. scheme

8. convention

9. labor

10. skill

11. ensue

12. majority

13. territory

14. weigh

15. financial

16. entertain

17. exert

18. toil

19. flag

20. justify
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